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A B S T R A C T

Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate the clinical feasibility of deep learning reconstruction-
accelerated thin-slice single-breath-hold half-Fourier single-shot turbo spin echo imaging (HASTEDL) for
detecting pancreatic lesions, in comparison with two conventional T2-weighted imaging sequences: com-
pressed-sensing HASTE (HASTECS) and BLADE.
Methods: From March 2022 to January 2023, a total of 63 patients with suspected pancreatic-related disease
underwent the HASTEDL, HASTECS, and BLADE sequences were enrolled in this retrospectively study. The
acquisition time, the pancreatic lesion conspicuity (LCP), respiratory motion artifact (RMA), main pancreatic
duct conspicuity (MPDC), overall image quality (OIQ), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and contrast-noise-ratio
(CNR) of the pancreatic lesions were compared among the three sequences by two readers.
Results: The acquisition time of both HASTEDL and HASTECS was 16 s, which was significantly shorter than
that of 102 s for BLADE. In terms of qualitative parameters, Reader 1 and Reader 2 assigned significantly
higher scores to the LCP, RMA, MPDC, and OIQ for HASTEDL compared to HASTECS and BLADE sequences; As
for the quantitative parameters, the SNR values of the pancreatic head, body, tail, and lesions, the CNR of the
pancreatic lesion measured by the two readers were also significantly higher for HASTEDL than for HASTECS
and BLADE sequences.
Conclusions: Compared to conventional T2WI sequences (HASTECS and BLADE), deep-learning reconstructed
HASTE enables thin slice and single-breath-hold acquisition with clinical acceptable image quality for detec-
tion of pancreatic lesions.
© 2023 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS on behalf of Société française de radiologie. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), with its excellent spatial reso-
lution and absence of radiation, plays a vital role in the diagnosis of
pancreatic diseases[1]. T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), including fat-
suppressed T2WI, as an essential component of pancreatic MRI
sequences, enabling the detection and diagnosis of pancreatic struc-
tures and lesions [2]. However, conventional T2-weighted turbo spin
echo (TSE) sequences are time-consuming (several minutes) and
prone to motion artifacts due to multiple breath-hold and respira-
tory-triggered acquisitions[3]. These motion or respiratory artifacts
can undermine radiologists’ confidence and accuracy in pancreatic
diagnosis[4]. Furthermore, the pancreas, being thinner and
surrounded by adjacent tissues, requires higher image quality com-
pared to other abdominal organs[5,6]. Image fuzziness, misregistra-
tion, reduced signal-to-noise ratio, or contrast can obscure significant
pancreatic lesions and anatomical structures.

Despite the development of additional techniques such as respira-
tory-triggering or k-space filling techniques, which have somewhat
reduced respiratory motion artifacts, they still require long image
acquisition time and multiple breath-holds[7,8]. Single-shot T2WI
techniques, such as single-shot fast spin echo (single-shot FSE) and
the half-Fourier acquisition single-shot turbo spin echo (HASTE),
have been considered as alternatives for reduce motion artifacts due
to their faster acquisition times and improved motion stability at
baseline[9,10]. However, compared to conventional T2W TSE, the
imaging contrast and quality in single-shot FSE T2WI techniques
exhibit reduced imaging contrast and quality due to longer echo
training [11]. In contrast, HASTE T2WI acquired less k-space data,
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allowing for shorter scan times and further reduction of motion arti-
facts at the cost of reduced spatial resolution and lesion conspicuity.

More acceleration methods have been developed and applied in
the clinic to obtain T2W images with shorter acquisition time and
higher quality [12,13]. For example, compression sensing (CS), an
acceleration technique, has been employed to achieve faster scanning
with improved image quality by bypassing the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling criterion and utilizing non-coherent k-space sampling[14
−16]. However, despite advancements in sparse transform algo-
rithms, the reconstruction of undamaged and clear images from ran-
domly and highly under-sampled k-space data, and the preservation
of microscopic anatomical structures, remains challenging when uti-
lizing the CS acceleration technique. Additionally, the incorporation
of trainable deep learning (DL) algorithms, such as convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs), into reconstruction techniques to improve the
inherent defects of conventional imaging scans has been intensively
developed [17,18]. For instance, in our center, several modified T2WI
based on DL-based reconstruction, such as single-breath-hold T2WI
and artificial intelligence-assisted compressed sensing single-shot
fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, have successfully applied in the
liver and brain lesion detection[19,20]. DL reconstruction-accelerated
HASTE (HASTEDL) has shown its advantages in abdominal MRI
[21,22]. However, there is a lack of studies on DL techniques specifi-
cally applied to pancreas T2WI.

Therefore, the objective of our study was to evaluate the clinical
feasibility of thin-slice single-breath-hold HASTEDL for the detection
of pancreatic lesions and compare its performance with HASTE based
on compressed sensing (HASTECS) and BLADE techniques.
2. Materials and methods

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of our hospital (approval no. B2020−346R), and the informed
consent was waived. The process in our study strictly adheres to ethi-
cal- and hospital-related guidelines and regulations.

2.1. Participants

From March 2022 to April 2023, 63 patients with the suspected
pancreatic-related disease who underwent abdominal 3T MRI were
enrolled.

The inclusion criteria of this study were as follows: a) patients
with radiologically assessable pancreatic lesions, with or without
Table 1
Different s sequences protocols.

HASTEDL

TR (ms) 628
TE (ms) 105
Matrix 320£320
Field of view (mm2) 360£360
Voxel size (mm3) 1.1 £ 1.1 £ 4
Section thickness (mm) 4
Slice gap (mm) 0.4
Number of sections 26
Flip angle (◦) 130
Bandwidth (Hz) 710
Acceleration 3.3
Respiratory control single breath-hold
Single breath-hold time (s) 16
Fat suppression SPAIR
TA (s) 16

TR, Repetition time; TE, Echo time; PAT, parallel acq
inversion recovery; TA, acquisition time.
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surgical or endoscopic puncture pathology confirmation; b) all
patients with complete clinical and radiological data, including
images from at least three sequences of HASTEDL and HASTECS, and
BLADE. Additionally, the exclusion criteria consisted of: a) patients
with claustrophobia or unable to complete the examination, b) poor
image quality due to severe metallic or motion artifacts.

2.2. Image acquisition

All patients in the study underwent MRI using a 3-T MR scanner
(MAGNETOM Prisma; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The
examination protocol consisted of conventional T1WI, diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI, b = 0, 800 s/mm2), BLADE, and the research
applications HASTEDL and HASTECS, which were randomly conducted
before contrast. Then, dynamic enhanced imaging was conducted
using gadolinium diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA,
Bayer HealthCare, dose, 0.1 mmol/kg; rate, 2 mL/s). The arterial, por-
tal, and delayed phases were obtained at 20, 90, and 180 s, respec-
tively. In this study, the total scan time was 102 s for BLADE with four
breath-holds and 16 s for both HASTEDL and HASTECS with single
breath-hold. The rest of the detailed protocols of HASTEDL, HASTECS,
and BLADE are listed in Table 1.

2.3. MRI image analyses

All T2WI images acquired with HASTEDL, HASTECS, and BLADE
were independently analyzed by two radiologists (Reader 1, X.X.
X, and Reader 2, X.X.X, with 8 and 23 years of radiological experi-
ences in pancreatic diseases, respectively) who were blinded to
clinical, pathological, and radiological results during the review
processing.

2.3.1. Qualitative imaging analysis
The pancreatic lesion conspicuity (LCP), respiratory motion

artifact (RMA), main pancreatic duct conspicuity (MPDC), and
overall image quality (OIQ) were independently and subjective
scored by three readers for three T2WI sequences. These indica-
tors were evaluated according to a five-point Likert scale as fol-
lows: 1 (severe): the presence of blurry edges of pancreatic
lesions or structures, heavy image artifacts, and poor image conti-
nuity that do not meet the diagnostic requirements; 2 (moder-
ate): the presence of relatively blurry edges of pancreatic lesions
or structures, heavy image artifacts, and poor image continuity
HASTECS BLADE

628 3000
105 114
320£320 320£320
360£360 360£360
1.1 £ 1.1 £ 4 1.1 £ 1.1 £ 4
4 4
0.4 0.4
26 26
130 120
710 600
3.3 2
single breath-hold four breath-holds
16 18
SPAIR SPAIR
16 102

uisition technique; SPAIR, spectral-attenuated



Fig. 1. Representative ROI placement for the head (1), body (2), tail (3), and lesion (4) of the pancreas.
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that make it difficult to meet the diagnostic requirements; 3
(mild): the presence of slightly blurry edges of pancreatic lesions
or structure, and acceptable image artifacts and continuity that
meet the basic diagnostic requirements. 4 (fine): the presence of
relatively sharp and clear edges of pancreatic lesions or structure,
and negligible image artifacts and continuity that meet the diag-
nostic requirements; 5 (excellent): pancreatic lesions or struc-
tures with completely sharp and clear edges, no image artifacts,
good continuity, and fully compliant with diagnostic require-
ments. Moreover, slice continuity, defined as inconsistent hori-
zontal position between layers, was divided into discontinuity or
no discontinuity. The above two radiologists analyzed the slice
continuity independently. When inconsistencies arose, a third
radiologist with 25 years of radiological experience was asked to
evaluate and use the unified opinion for follow-up analysis.

2.3.2. Quantitative image analysis
The signal intensities (SI) of the head (H), body (B), tail (T),

and lesion (L) of the pancreas and the SI of the erector spinal
muscle (ESM) were measured on operator-defined regions-of-
interest (ROI) on the three T2WI images, respectively (Fig. 1). The
sizes of ROI in the vertical spine muscle and pancreatic tissue and
lesions are about 50»100 mm2, and the corresponding ROI is
placed in the signal uniformity area, avoiding the influence of
blood vessels and bones. The image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) are calculated according to the
following formulas:

SNR of pancreatic head: SNRH =SIH / SIESM;
SNR of pancreatic body: SNRB =SIB / SIESM;
SNR of pancreatic tail: SNRT =SIT / SIESM;
SNR of pancreatic lesions: SNRL =SIL / SIESM;
CNR of pancreatic lesions: CNRL=|SIL-SIESM| / SIESM

2.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 26
(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The image quality scores obtained
for three T2WI sequences were compared using a paired Wil-
coxon signed-rank test. P < 0.05 was considered as statistically
significant and Bonferroni correction was conducted to correct for
cumulative a error [23]. Interobserver agreement was assessed
using the Cohen k coefficient [24]. The k values were used to
interpret according to the following criteria: poor (0−0.20), fair
(0.21−0.40), moderate (0.41−0.60), good (0.61−0.80), almost per-
fect (0.81−1).
3

3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics

A total of 63 patients (mean age, 61.13 § 11.25 years; range, 30
−83 years, 34 men and 29 women;) with pancreatic lesions were
enrolled in the present study for subsequent analysis.

Regarding pancreatic lesions, surgical tumor resection with path-
ological confirmation was performed on 31 patients. Among them,
23 patients were diagnosed with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
(PDAC), while 8 patients had pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (G1,
n = 2 and G2, n = 6). Additionally, 11 patients received pathologically
confirmed through endoscopic puncture and were diagnosed PDAC.
The remaining patients were diagnosed based on the indications of
abdominal MRI and clinical signs and symptoms, including pancreatic
solid tumor (n = 7), pancreatic cystic lesions (n = 12) and suspected
pancreatic inflammatory disease (n = 2). The size of the lesions (maxi-
mum diameter) ranged from 1.1 to 7.1 cm, with a mean of (2.9 § 1.4)
cm. For the location of pancreatic lesions, there were 36 in the head
of pancreas, 12 in the body of pancreas, and 19 in the tail of pancreas.
Moreover, 11 cases (17.5 %) in HASTEDL showed slice discontinuities,
significantly less than 18 (28.6 %) and 20 (31.7 %) cases in HASTECS
and BLADE.
3.2. Qualitative imaging analysis

The three T2WI protocols were successfully examined and ana-
lyzed in all patients. The acquisition time (AT) for both HASTEDL and
HASTECS was 16 s, while the AT for BLADE was 102 s.

The five-point Likert scale was used to assess four qualitative
image qualities (LCP, RMA, MPDC and OIQ) for HASTEDL, HASTECS, and
BLADE sequences (Tables 2 and 4). In terms of pancreatic lesion anal-
ysis, a total of 65 pancreatic lesions were detected and evaluated. The
LCP, RMA, and OIQ scores of HASTEDL in Reader 1 and Reader 2 were
all significantly higher than those for HASTECS and BLADE sequences
(P value ranging from <0.001 to 0.003) (Figs. 2 and 3). However, there
were no statistical differences in these scores between HASTECS and
BLADE. For pancreatic ducts, HASTEDL achieved highest MPDC scores
of 4.67§0.48 and 4.68§0.47 in reader 1 and reader 2, respectively,
which were significantly higher than those of HASTECS and BLADE (P
value ranging <0.001 to 0.006) (Fig. 4). In terms of MPDC, the scores
for HASTECS in both Reader 1 and Reader 2 were 4.48§0.59 and
4.49§0.56, respectively, which were higher than those of BLADE.

The interobserver agreement of the qualitative parameters was
good to almost perfect for HASTEDL (k = 0.817−0.892), HASTECS
(k = 0.763−0.917), BLADE (k = 0.844−0.930).



Table 2
The qualitative parameters among HASTEDL, HASTECS and BLADE with kappa values.

Reader 1 Reader 2 Kappaa Kappab Kappac

HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE

LCP 4.60§0.43 4.02§0.66 4.05§0.88 4.75§0.44 4.00§0.65 4.03§0.89 0.872 0.917 0.930
MPDC 4.67§0.48 4.48§0.59 3.90§0.78 4.68§0.47 4.49§0.56 3.89§0.74 0.892 0.814 0.866
RMA 4.79§0.41 4.49§0.59 4.48§0.73 4.76§0.43 4.48§0.64 4.44§0.78 0.817 0.855 0.885
OIQ 4.63§0.49 4.02§0.46 3.89§0.81 4.62§0.49 3.97§0.51 3.83§0.75 0.831 0.763 0.844

LCP: pancreatic lesion conspicuity; RM: respiratory motion artifact; MPDC: main pancreatic duct conspicuity; OIQ: overall image qual-
ity; a Inter-reader agreement for HASTEDL image was evaluated by using Cohen’s kappa; b Inter-reader agreement for HASTECS image
was evaluated by using Cohen’s kappa; c Inter-reader agreement for BLADE image was evaluated by using Cohen’s kappa;.

Fig. 2. A 66-year-old male with a pancreatic head tumor. The pancreas and pancreatic lesion (the arrow) can be clearly shown in HASTEDL (a). HASTECS (b) also showed the pancreas
and pancreatic lesion (the arrow); however, the contrast between lesion and the pancreas was slightly poor. The lesion shape displayed in BLADE sequence (c) is fuzzy, and the con-
trast is poor; The contrast-enhanced T1WI sequence (d), the gold standard for diagnosis (the portal phase), shows the pancreatic head tumor (the arrow).
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3.3. Quantitative image analysis

In terms of the anatomical structures of the pancreas, the SNRH,
SNRB, and SNRT values measured by both two readers were highest
for HASTEDL, followed by HASTECS and BLADE; and these differences
were statistically significant (Tables 3 and 4). Regarding to pancreatic
lesions, CNRL and SNRL for HASTEDL in both readers were higher com-
pared to HASTECS and BLADE.

The interobserver agreement for the quantitative parameters was
good to almost perfect for HASTEDL (ICC = 0.799−0.893), HASTECS
(ICC = 0.825−0.882), BLADE (ICC = 0.755−889) (Table 3).

4. Discussion

In the present study, the feasibility of thin-slice single-breath-
hold T2W HASTE with deep-learning-based reconstruction for
detecting pancreatic lesions was investigated compared to BLADE
4

and HASTECS. As results, the qualitative analyses demonstrated that
the HASTEDL sequence exhibited improved pancreatic lesion conspi-
cuity, main pancreatic duct conspicuity, overall image quality and
less respiratory motion artifact compared to HASTECS and BLADE
sequences. Regarding quantitative analyses, the HASTEDL sequence
outperformed the other two sequences in term of SNR and CNR for
both pancreatic structures and lesions.

The T2WI sequence plays a crucial role in the diagnosing and
exploring pancreatic diseases [25]. Compared to other abdominal
organs, the pancreas is relatively thin, located deeper in the body,
and more susceptible to respiratory motion artifacts, therefore, fast
thin-slice T2WI scanning is preferred for detecting pancreatic disease.
Although thin-slice scan allows for higher spatial resolution, it can
lead to a reduction in proton signal and SNR [26,27]. Therefore, effec-
tively reducing acquisition time and minimizing the effects of motion
artifacts and thin-slice scans are critical challenges in pancreatic
T2WI imaging. In our study, both the HASTEDL and HASTECS



Fig. 3. An 80-year-old male with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma in the tail of pancreas. The pancreas and pancreatic lesion (the arrow) can be clearly shown in HASTEDL (a) with
low noise and high SNR, significantly better than those in HASTECS (b) and BLADE (c); The contrast-enhanced T1WI sequence (d), the gold standard for diagnosis (the portal phase),
shows the pancreatic lesion (the arrow).

Fig. 4. A 71-year-old female with cystic lesions of the tail of the pancreas. The pancreas and pancreatic lesion (the arrow) can be clearly shown in HASTEDL (a), HASTECS (b), and
BLADE (c); Peripancreatic regional SNR performed best in HASTEDL, but the noise around the pancreas is higher in HASTECS and BLADE, decreasing the peripancreatic regional SNRs;
Pancreatic duct (the triangular arrow) showed well in HASTEDL and HASTECS; however, BLADE offers poorly for the pancreatic duct; The contrast-enhanced T1WI sequence (d), the
gold standard for diagnosis (the portal phase), shows the pancreatic lesion (the arrow).
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Table 3
The quantitative parameters among HASTEDL, HASTECS and BLADE with ICC values.

Reader 1 Reader 2 ICCa ICCb ICCc

HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE HASTEDL HASTECS BLADE

SNRH 39.17§44.44 36.97§51.63 14.98§12.12 43.09§37.92 35.15§46.70 16.11§11.73 0.876 0.882 0.889
SNRB 37.66§43.06 35.91§51.27 14.78§12.66 41.94§46.97 32.59§46.16 16.09§14.03 0.891 0.850 0.757
SNRT 37.00§43.92 34.47§48.61 12.78§11.00 39.35§53.31 36.40§57.94 13.78§13.52 0.799 0.861 0.828
SNRL 90.62§103.74 83.74§128.75 34.52§25.64 102.17§108.50 89.34§131.22 39.01§39.74 0.893 0.825 0.755
CNRL 73.83§99.32 54.11§76.59 33.72§39.01 79.07§93.30 52.88§64.05 35.40§31.74 0.892 0.841 0.783

ICC, intraclass correlation; SNRH: SNR of pancreatic head; SNRB: SNR of pancreatic body; SNRT: SNR of pancreatic tail; SNRL: SNR of pancreatic lesions;
CNRL: CNR of pancreatic lesions; a Inter-reader agreement for HASTEDL image was evaluated by using ICC; b Inter-reader agreement for HASTECS image
was evaluated by using ICC; c Inter-reader agreement for BLADE image was evaluated by using ICC.

Table 4
The comparisons of qualitative and quantitative parameters among HASTEDL, HAS-
TECS and BLADE.

Imaging quality Reader 1 Reader 2
PDLvsCS PDLvsBL PCSvsBL PDLvsCS PDLvsBL PCSvsBL

LCP <0.001 <0.001 0.809 <0.001 <0.001 0.809
MPDC 0.006 <0.001 <0.001 0.004 <0.001 <0.001
RMA <0.001 0.002 0.834 0.001 0.003 0.582
OIQ <0.001 <0.001 0.185 <0.001 <0.001 0.129
SNRH <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
SNRB <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
SNRT <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
SNRL <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
CNRL <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

LCP: pancreatic lesion conspicuity; RMA: respiratory motion artifact; SNRH: SNR of
pancreatic head; SNRB: SNR of pancreatic body; SNRT: SNR of pancreatic tail; SNRL:
SNR of pancreatic lesions; CNRL: CNR of pancreatic lesions; MPDC: main pancreatic
duct conspicuity; OIQ: overall image quality; P value less than 0.017 after Bonferroni
correction are statistical significance.
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sequences were able to complete a single breath-hold scan in 16 s. In
contrast, the conventional BLADE sequence requires multiple breath-
holds and had an acquisition time of 106 s, significantly increasing
the time and cost required for routine clinical examinations.

The irregular morphology of the pancreas, its narrow alignment,
and its central location within the abdomen make it more challenging
to obtain clear images with clinically acceptable SNR compared to
organs such as the liver closer to the coils [26]. Regarding the conspi-
cuity of the pancreatic duct and lesions, HASTEDL was significantly
preferred over the other two sequences, resulting in a substantial
improvement in diagnostician confidence. Furthermore, the HASTEDL
sequence demonstrated distinct advantages in suppressing respira-
tory artifacts and enhancing overall image quality. The conventional
BLADE technique was initially developed to reduce motion artifacts
in T2WI. However, the acquisition time of the BLADE sequence
remains long. In our study, the acquisition time of BLADE was
approximately six times higher than the other two sequences. While
respiratory-triggered sampling methods theoretically allow for
obtaining high-quality images, the effectiveness and image quality
heavily rely on the patient’s respiratory rhythm and amplitude.
Unfortunately, most patients with pancreatic disease struggle to
maintain a consistent and regular respiratory rhythm, resulting in
variable acquisition times ranging from approximately 2 to 6 min. An
additional concern is that when a patient’s respiratory rhythm is
unstable, techniques reliant on respiratory triggering may still pro-
duce respiratory artifacts and misaligned images, posing a particular
risk for the inherently thin pancreas. This can increase the likelihood
of losing images of the pancreatic lesion, thereby reducing diagnostic
confidence.

DL has made significant advancements in recent years, integrating
trainable deep learning algorithms into reconstruction techniques[28
−30]. This integration addresses the limitations of conventional
6

imaging scans and has been extensively developed for clinical appli-
cations [31]. DL reconstruction methods have demonstrated the abil-
ity to effectively reduce imaging noise while preserving image
resolution[22,32] . In our present study, we employed regular under-
sampling without integrated reference data in our thin-slice single-
breath-hold HASTE T2WI, using a DL-based reconstruction approach.
This approach aimed to shorten the echo train time and reduce the
specific absorption rate, while reference data was obtained using a
smaller flip angle, effectively reducing the specific absorption rate.
Additionally, we incorporated variational networks that included
bias-field correction and coil-sensitivity maps, along with iterations
and trainable extrapolation steps. These techniques allowed for
acquisitions without integrated calibration and offered flexibility in
k-space sampling. Furthermore, to improve image quality, we utilized
a residual dense U-net as image regularization [21]. The introduction
of DL in HASTE retains its fundamental advantages of fast imaging
and motion artifact reduction while significantly reducing noise and
enhancing image resolution.

In our study, we also explored the application of CS for HASTE
sequences in pancreas T2WI. CS-accelerated T2WI has gained popu-
larity in the examination of abdominal organs, particularly the liver
[33]. Previous studies on liver imaging have demonstrated that multi-
ple breath-hold HASTECS sequences improve the signal-to-noise ratio
and image quality compared to conventional multiple breath-hold
T2WI [33]. Unfortunately, there is limited research comparing CS-
accelerated T2WI and DL-accelerated T2WI imaging for pancreatic
diseases [34]. We observed that the HASTECS sequences exhibited
improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to BALDE. However, there
was no significant difference in the objective evaluation of image
quality. Regrettably, the CS-accelerated HASTECS sequence resulted in
increased image noise, and the combination of high under-sampling
and thin-slice scanning further exacerbated the reduced SNR of the
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images. The image SNR, image quality, and lesion visualization in
HASTECS were inferior to those of HASTEDL. Theoretical analysis sug-
gests that HASTECS struggles to reconstruct uncorrupted images from
randomly and highly under-sampled k-space data or microanatomi-
cal structures, due to the limitations of sparse transform algorithms
[35]. Additionally, compared to DL algorithms, the typical regulariza-
tion and iterative optimization algorithms used in CS are simple and
crude, lacking the trainability offered by DL. Considering the overall
image quality and acquisition time, the single breath-hold HASTEDL
demonstrated better application and robustness in fast thin-slice
T2W imaging for the detection of pancreatic lesions.

However, there are several limitations in our study. Firstly,
although we included a wide range of patients with various pancre-
atic diseases including tumors or inflammation, the sample size was
relatively small which may introduce selection bias to some extent.
Secondly, due to the timing and nature of the experiment, we were
unable to obtain pathological results for a proportion of patients diag-
nosed with benign tumors or inflammatory lesions. Instead, their
diagnoses relied on clinical, radiological and laboratory findings.

In conclusion, the thin-slice single-breath-hold HASTEDL demon-
strates promising capability, providing significantly superior image
quality and SNR for pancreatic lesions, compared with compared to
HASTECS and BLADE. Moreover, HASTEDL exhibits excellent pancre-
atic lesion conspicuity and contrast, leading to increased diagnostic
confidence among radiologists. Considering acquisition time and
overall image qualities, HASTEDL could potentially become a standard
protocol for thin-slice pancreatic MRI and may substitute conven-
tional T2WI sequences.
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